Energy levels, fine-structure separations, specific mass shift parameters, isotope shifts, hyperfine interaction constants, Landé g J -factors and transition probabilities are reported for the 2s 2 2p 2 -2s2p 3 transition array in N II, O III, F IV, Ne V and Ti XVII. Wavefunctions were determined using the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock method with account for valence, core-valence and core-core correlation effects. The transition energies and rates are compared with experimental data and with values from other calculations.
Introduction
Light atoms are important in astrophysical applications and transition data can be used in the determination of element abundances and plasma diagnostics [1] [2] [3] . A number of general computer codes such as SUPERSTRUCTURE, CIV3 and ATSP2K have been developed [4] [5] [6] to provide for these extensive data needs. These codes rely on the Breit-Pauli approximation [7, 8] 
where γ usually represents the dominant configuration and any additional quantum numbers required for uniquely specifying the state. The configuration state functions (γ j LSJ M J ) are built from a basis of one-electron spin-orbitals. The expansion coefficients c j (LS) and the corresponding energy E(γ J ) are an eigenvector and eigenvalue, respectively, of the interaction matrix of these CSFs as defined by the BreitPauli Hamiltonian. In accurate calculations the Hamiltonian includes the mass correction, the one-and two-body Darwin terms, the spin-spin contact term, and the J-dependent spinorbit, spin-other-orbit and spin-spin interactions. For massive calculations, where computational resources might be a problem, the operators are often limited to one-body mass correction, the Darwin term and the spin-orbit term [9] . For light elements the sum (1) is dominated by one LS term and the rate for an intercombination transition depends critically on the admixture of CSFs with different LS designations. A perturbation analysis shows that mixing of different LS terms is affected by term energy separations. Though it is possible, in simple cases, to correct a computed transition rate for such an error, it is simpler to first adjust the LS term energies in a Breit-Pauli calculation so that, for selected J values, the separation of terms is in close agreement with observed energies. Such a procedure is called fine-tuning. When judiciously applied, it has been shown to yield consistent sets of transition data even in cases where values from different uncorrected calculations are quite far away [10] .
Although highly competitive for light atoms, especially when fine-tuning is applied, the Breit-Pauli approximation has some drawbacks. Relativistic effects manifest themselves qualitatively as orbital contractions (a direct relativistic effect), so that the inner electrons move in orbits closer to the 0953-4075/10/074023+15$30.00 1 Table 1 . Computed energies for F IV as functions of the increasing active sets, where n = 3 denotes the orbital set with maximal principal quantum number n = 3, etc. MR denotes calculations using the n = 8 active set, but with an enlarged multireference set. The experimental energies are those of [40] .
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J n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8 MR QED Exp nucleus. The amount of the contraction depends critically on the orbital symmetry-the largest contraction affects orbitals with the s angular symmetry. Orbital contraction has an important secondary, indirect relativistic effect on the more weakly bound high-angular-symmetry electrons [11] , which undergo radial expansion and become, qualitatively, still less weakly bound. In fully relativistic methods based on the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian these effects are described directly, through the shape of the radial orbitals. When methods based on the Breit-Pauli approximation are used, the relativistic rearrangement of the electrons is described in a less efficient way through the configuration expansion coefficients. The direct and indirect relativistic effects grow rapidly with increasing nuclear charge, and eventually the nonrelativistic orbital bases used in the Breit-Pauli calculations become inadequate in describing the system. As alternatives to the general purpose codes in the Breit-Pauli approximation, fully relativistic codes, such as GRASP2K [12] and MCDFGME [13] , can be used. Both are based on the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock method and can be applied to general systems with several open shells. In the present paper the GRASP2K package has been used. It implements a biorthogonal transformation technique that permits initial and final states in a transition array to be optimized separately [14] , which, in many cases, leads to more accurate values of the calculated rates. The package also contains modules for computing diagonal and off-diagonal hyperfine interaction constants [15] , isotope shifts [16] , as well as Landé g J -factors and splittings of magnetic substates in intermediate and strong magnetic fields [17] .
The purpose of the present paper is threefold. Firstly, we provide data for plasma diagnosis and line profile modelling.
We used the GRASP2K code to compute energy levels, fine-structure separations, specific mass shift parameters, hyperfine interaction constants, Landé g J -factors and transition probabilities for the 2s 2 2p 2 -2s2p 3 transition array in N II, O III, F IV, Ne V and Ti XVII. Nitrogen and oxygen are abundant elements in astrophysical objects and emission lines of carbon-like ions are useful in the diagnosis of the solar, astrophysical and fusion plasmas [18] . There are very little data on hyperfine structure and isotope shifts available in the literature and computed parameters should support detailed modelling of the line profiles in high-resolution spectra [19] . The second purpose of the present paper is to test the capability of the GRASP2K code to produce large volumes of spectroscopic data with high accuracy necessary in astrophysical, plasma, spectroscopy, as well as other modern applications. In addition, in this paper transition data for N II, O III, F IV and Ne V are critically evaluated and compared with available experimental values and with the results from recent Breit-Pauli calculations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , with the aim to establish an optimal combination of semi-relativistic Breit-Pauli and fully relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock methods in application to atomic spectroscopy ab initio calculations.
Computational procedure
The multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-Fock method is described in detail in a recent monograph by Grant [27] and here we only give a brief outline. Starting from the DiracCoulomb Hamiltonian
where V N is the monopole part of the electron-nucleus Coulomb interaction, the atomic state functions describing different fine structure levels are obtained as linear combinations of symmetry adapted configuration state functions (CSFs)
Here J and M J are the angular quantum numbers, while γ j denotes other appropriate labelling of the configuration state functions, for example parity, orbital occupancy and coupling scheme. The configuration state functions (γ j J M J ) are built from products of one-electron Dirac orbitals. In the relativistic self-consistent field procedure both the radial parts of the Dirac orbitals and the expansion coefficients are optimized to self-consistency. In subsequent relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) calculations the transverse photon interaction
may be included in the Hamiltonian [28] . The photon frequency ω ij used by GRASP2K in calculating the matrix elements of the transverse photon interaction is taken as the difference of the diagonal Lagrange multipliers i and j associated with Dirac orbitals. In general, diagonal Lagrange multipliers are approximate electron removal energies only when orbitals are spectroscopic and singly occupied. Thus, it is not known how well the code can determine the full transverse photon interaction when correlation orbitals are involved. In the RCI calculations some QED effects, such as vacuum polarization and self-energy correction, can also be accounted for [29, 30] . Calculations can be done for individual levels, but also for subsets of a spectrum in the extended optimal level (EOL) scheme, where optimization is on a weighted sum of energies [31] . In the latter scheme a balanced description of all the states in an LS term can be obtained in a single calculation.
Computation of atomic properties
Once the atomic state functions have been obtained, different properties like hyperfine structures, isotope shifts and oscillator strengths can be expressed in terms of reduced matrix elements of tensor operators of different rank
After inserting the CSF expansions, the expression above reduces to a sum over matrix elements between CSFs. With the use of the Racah algebra techniques these matrix elements, in turn, can be obtained as a sum over radial integrals [27] . 
Isotope shift
An isotope of an element is characterized by the mass M and the mean-square nuclear radius r 2 M . When effects of the finite nuclear mass and the extended nuclear charge distribution are Table 6 . Computed specific mass shift parameters S sms in au and electron densities ρ(0) at the origin for 2s 2 2p 2 3 P 0 and 2s2p 3 3 P o 0 in F IV as functions of the increasing active sets where n = 3 denotes the set 3s2p1d etc. MR denotes calculations using the n = 8 active set, but with an enlarged multireference set. taken into account, the energy of a level γ J can be written approximately as
where E 0 is the calculated energy for infinite mass, S sms is the specific mass shift parameter
and ρ(0) the electron density at the site of the nucleus
The isotopic shift of an individual level is not a directly measurable quantity. What can be measured is the difference in transition energy between an upper and a lower level for different isotopes. Let E 0 be the transition energy between an upper and a lower level for infinite mass. The difference in transition energy between two isotopes with masses M and M is then given by
where the differences in the electronic parameters are between the values of the upper and lower levels in the transition. For light elements the transition isotope shift is dominated by the mass shift [32] . In practical calculations E 0 is often replaced by the experimental transition energy (rather than the calculated transition energy for the infinite mass). All quantities in the above formulas are expressed in atomic units (au). The nuclear masses M and M are usually given in units of the unified atomic mass (u) and must be converted to atomic units. We have used 1 u = 1822.888 51 au.
Hyperfine structure and Landé factors
The fine-structure levels are split into closely spaced hyperfine levels in atoms with non-zero nuclear spin. The hyperfine shifts of the fine-structure levels may be to first order expressed in terms of magnetic dipole A J and electric quadrupole B J hyperfine interaction constants
(γ J ) , (10)
The hyperfine shifts of fine-structure levels are affected also by the off-diagonal hyperfine interaction [33] . However, this effect is small and has been neglected in the present study. The nuclear magnetic dipole moments μ I and the nuclear quadrupole moments Q for the different isotopes were taken from a recent compilation by Stone [34] . The Landé g J -factor determines the splitting of magnetic sub-levels in external magnetic fields and gives information about the coupling conditions [35] . The Landé g J -factor has a tensorial form similar to the one for magnetic hyperfine interaction and it was calculated using a modified version of the hyperfine structure program [15] .
Transition parameters
The transition parameters, such as rates of spontaneous decay, for electric dipole transitions between two atomic states γ J M J and γ J M J can be expressed in terms of the reduced transition matrix element
where D
(1) q is the electromagnetic dipole operator in the Coulomb or Babushkin gauge [36] . Standard Racah algebra assumes that the atomic state functions are built from the same orthogonal radial orbital set. However, this restriction can be relaxed with the use of the technique developed by Malmquist [37] . In order to compute transition matrix elements between two atomic state functions described by two independently optimized orbital sets, the wavefunction representations of the two states must undergo a biorthogonal transformation. The transformation of the atomic state functions is performed in such a way that the orbital sets become mutually orthogonal (biorthogonal), in which case the calculation of transition matrix elements can be handled using standard Racah techniques [14] .
Generation of configuration expansions
The calculations were done term by term for all terms belonging to the 2s 2 2p 2 and 2s2p 3 configurations. The atomic wavefunctions were generated separately for each term. Within a given term all fine structure levels were represented by wavefunctions optimized together in an EOL scheme. The fine structure levels within a term were weighted according to their statistical weights. For the terms belonging to the 2s 2 2p 2 ground configuration the configuration expansions were generated by single and double substitutions (SD expansion) from the {2s 2 2p 2 , 2p 4 } multireference set to an active set of orbitals. For the terms belonging to the 2s2p configuration the configuration lists were generated by SD substitutions from the single reference configuration to an active set of orbitals. In order to monitor the convergence of computed properties the active sets were systematically enlarged to include orbitals with principal quantum numbers n = 3 . . . 8, and orbital quantum numbers l = 0 . . . 5 (i.e. angular symmetries s, p, d, f, g, h). Due to stability problems in the self-consistent field procedure the optimization of radial orbitals was done layer by layer. The configuration expansions involved valence, core-valence and core-core electron correlation effects and should be adequate to also describe inner properties, like hyperfine structure. The self-consistent field calculations for each layer of orbitals were followed by relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) calculations, including the Breit interaction. At the final stage the multireference set for the terms of the 2s 2 2p 2 configuration was enlarged to include {2s 2 2p 2 , 2p 4 , 2s2p 2 3d, 2s 2 3d 2 }. The multireference was chosen based on the criteria that it should contain the configurations that had the largest weights in the preceding self-consistent field calculations. Among the states generated by SD-excitations from the multireference set only those interacting with the multireference states were kept. In the same way the multireference set for 2s2p 3 was enlarged to include the configurations {2s2p 3 , 2p 3 3d, 2s 2 2p3d, 2s2p3d 2 }. The leading QED effects-vacuum polarization and selfenergy-were added, as perturbative corrections, to the results of the final multireference RCI calculations.
The configuration space was explored in two directions in the current work: through the enlarged active set of orbitals, and through the increased multireference set. It would be desirable to increase the size of both sets further, but it would cross the limit imposed by the computational resources at hand. All calculations were performed on a single processor machine with 3 Gb internal memory and the largest multireference expansion, the one for the 2s2p 3 terms, for which the energies are decreasing. Increasing the multireference set changes energies in the correct direction, towards the experimental energies. The effect of the multireference set is comparatively large for the states which were not fully converged with respect to the orbital basis. We noted the large effects of the increased multireference set on the fine structure splittings of the terms. In tables 2 and 3 computed energies and fine-structure splittings for N II, O III, F IV, Ne V and Ti XVII are compared with experimental values. The overall agreement between theory and experiment is good. The larger energy differences for 5 With respect to the fine-structure, splittings for the 2s2p 3 3 P o term remain problematic. The fine-structure for this term is highly irregular along the sequence and it is not described very well in the present calculations. The finestructure splitting is strongly affected by the multireference set and it would be desirable to increase it further. When comparing with the energy differences reported by Tachiev and Froese Fischer [20] , we see that the separations are somewhat better described in the Breit-Pauli approximation.
Results and evaluation of data
In table 4 magnetic hyperfine interaction constants A J for 2s 2 2p 2 3 P 1,2 and 2s2p 3 3 P o 1,2 in F IV are shown as functions of the increasing active sets and multireference sets. The hyperfine interaction constant for the 2s 2 2p 2 3 P 1 state is not converged with respect to the active set nor to the multireference set. The oscillatory behaviour can be explained by strong internal cancellation, where significant digits are lost. We can qualitatively explain this in terms of the non-relativistic theory, in which the orbital and spin-dipolar contributions to the interaction constant are both large but counteracting; therefore, the total value is mainly determined by the Fermi contact term. The contact term, in turn, is a sum of large and counteracting spin-polarization contributions from the 1s and 2s sub-shells. As a result the final value is very sensitive to correlation effects [38] . In contrast, the interaction constants for the other states are very stable and they are expected to be accurate to within a few parts in a thousand. In As noted by Clark [39] the 2s 2 2p n -2s2p n+1 transition arrays have large isotope shifts. This is due to the fact that both the normal and specific isotope shifts act in the same direction. In addition there is only a small cancellation for the specific mass shift parameters of the upper and lower state and difference S sms remains comparatively large. In table 6 we display specific mass shift parameters S sms and electron densities at the nucleus ρ(0) for 2s 2 2p 2 3 P 0 and 2s2p 3 3 P o 0 in F IV as functions of the increasing active sets and multireference sets. Also the differences S sms and ρ(0) are shown. The computed quantities, especially the differences, saturate quickly and there is excellent convergence. In table 7 the specific mass shift parameters and electron densities are shown for all ions. Most notable is perhaps how the specific mass shift parameters for 2s2p 3 3 P o and 2s2p 3 8 . A positive sign of the transition isotope shift corresponds to a larger energy transition (i.e. a blue shifted line) for the heavier isotope. These data together with hyperfine interaction constants allow line profiles in high-resolution spectra to be modelled in detail [19] .
In RR Tel(GHRS) (1996) [58] The agreement between the transition rates obtained in the Babushkin and Coulomb gauges is very good for strong transitions. In weak transitions the agreement between the gauges depends on a particular term under consideration. For some transitions the agreement is good but for others, e.g. the 2s 2 2p 2 3 P 2 -2s2p 3 5 S o 2 , there are substantial differences. The weakness of a transition frequently comes out as a result of cancellation between a number of large contributions or between different parts of the radial transition integrals [42] . A small unbalance due to correlation effects may thus change the calculated transition probabilities dramatically in one of the gauges. In weak transition there may be sizable effects from the negative energy states, not accounted for in the present calculation, which affect rates in the Coulomb gauge [43] , and the general wisdom is that values in the Babushkin gauge should be used in such cases. The agreement between the present values and the Breit-Pauli values by Froese Fischer and Tachiev [21] is very good, especially for strong transitions. For Ne V the rates of strong transitions obtained from the fully relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculation are consistently smaller than the ones from the Breit-Pauli calculation. This might be due to the relativistic contraction effects which are better captured in the former calculation. The calculations by Aggarwal et al [22] [23] [24] are comparatively small in terms of electron correlation effects included. Nevertheless, the general agreement between these calculations and the BreitPauli calculations by Froese Fischer and Tachiev as well as the present fully relativistic one is very satisfactory. There is a fair agreement between the SUPERSTRUCTURE calculations by Bhatia and Doschek [25] and the present calculations for Ne V. For Ti XVII the present values, which should be correct to within a few percent, are considerably more accurate than the values in the NIST compilation. The latter are mainly from the pioneering Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculations by Cheng et al [44] . The strongest transitions in Ti XVII have been calculated by Fawcett using the Hartree-Fock relativistic (HFR) method [26] . Although small, these calculations agree very well with the present calculation.
The 2s 2 2p 2 3 P J -2s2p 3 5 S o 2 transition is of considerable interest in astrophysical applications (see [45] 
which is a measurable quantity, is given. The transition rates from the present calculations are somewhat smaller, especially for N II, than the ones from adjusted Breit-Pauli calculations [21, 45, 46] , leading to a larger lifetime, as compared to accurate ion-trap measurements. All calculations give essentially the same value of the branching ratio BR. Considering weak intercombination transitions in general, the large cancellation of different contributions reduces the accuracy of the calculated values and they are not of the same accuracy as the ones from the adjusted Breit-Pauli calculations of Froese Fischer and Tachiev [21] . As expected, the agreement between the present values and the values from Breit-Pauli calculations becomes better when Z increases.
Summary and conclusion
We have shown that fully relativistic multiconfiguration calculations have the capability to provide accurate hyperfine and isotope shift parameters for light atoms. The relativistic approach yields less accurate rates of intercombination transitions in light ions near the neutral end, but the accuracy improves rapidly with nuclear charge. Already for Ne V the relativistic transition rates compare very well with values from recent Breit-Pauli calculations. In contrast to the BreitPauli calculations, the relativistic computational scheme can be applied with good accuracy up to the high-Z end of the iso-electronic sequence [48] . An optimal tool for calculations of atomic properties along an isoelectronic sequence would be a combination of a Breit-Pauli method and a fully relativistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock method. The former should be applied near the neutral end of the sequence, where it has the advantage in more accurate treatment of electron correlation effects. At some point along the sequence both methods yield results of comparable accuracy, and the Breit-Pauli approach begins to break down soon after. The Dirac-Hartree-Fock method would take over from there. To achieve a better description of energy separations it is desirable to develop systematic and automated procedures for selecting the multireference sets. Larger multireference sets make the configuration expansions grow very rapidly and the calculations would have to be run on parallel systems using the MPI version of the GRASP2K code [47] . Also, it would be of great interest to develop a fine-tuning scheme in jj -coupling. This is, however, not a straightforward task, since such a scheme-in contrast to the one in the Breit-Pauli approximation-involves also a modification of off-diagonal matrix elements in the Hamiltonian.
